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SPEAKING NOTES 
 
 
Part VII of the Criminal Code of Canada, Gaming, Betting and Disorderly Houses is the 

starting point for determining if a gambling-type of activity is illegal. 

 
If you were to look in Part VII of the Criminal Code however you would find no mention 

of some of our most popular gambling pastimes � bingo, pull tickets, raffles, blackjack, 

roulette, poker, VLT�s, or pyramid schemes.  Games that are specifically mentioned 

include slot machines, wheels of fortune, and dice. 

 
Over the last 25 years the thing I have done most frequently in the gaming portion of my 

work is to advise police officers and gaming regulators whether the particular conduct or 

activity they have discovered contravenes the Criminal Code. 

 
In commencing the Criminal Code analysis of questioned conduct, hear in mind that it is 

not so much the gamble, bet or wager between individuals that is prohibited � but the 

operation or management of a gambling or betting business. 

 
It is also important to know that there are many exceptions built into the Criminal Code.  
For example: 
- agricultural fairs 
- bona fide social clubs 
- licensed individuals or organizations 
- government conducted and managed games 
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The case of Corrado Di Pietro illustrates that it is important to ascertain if judges have 
ruled on similar conduct in the past, particularly if they have provided guidance on 
interpreting an offence section in the Criminal Code. 
 
So where to start the analysis of the questioned conduct? 
 
I try and proceed in an orderly fashion through a series of questions designed to narrow 
down the issues and help clarify whether the activity breaches the Criminal Code as 
follows: 
 
1. Is there any consideration (i.e. money) paid by the player to win something, or 

any hazarding or risk of losing money in the course of the activity. 
 

- R. v. Hudson Bay Company (Alberta Appellate Division) 
 

- The consideration may be included in the purchase price. 
 
2. Is it three-card monte? 
 

- Sec. 206 contains an inordinate number of references to three card monte 
� all devoted to stamping out an activity which must have been a big 
problem in early times.  But then it is not really a game � it is best defined 
as a fraud.  Some of you may know it as the shell game in which the 
player must guess under which shell the pea is hidden. 

 
3. Is it one of the specifically mentioned games of punch board or coin table, dice or 

wheel of fortune? 
 

- inducing someone to hazard money on the result of such games is illegal. 
 

- no exemptions apply to punch board or coin table. 
 

- wheels of fortune can be played at agricultural fairs, they can be licensed 
and they can be operated by a provincial government. 

 
- dice games can be conducted only by a provincial government. 

 
4. Is it a pyramid scheme? 
 

- Section 206(1)(e) creates an offence to conduct a scheme by which any 
person upon payment of a sum of money shall become entitled under the 
scheme to receive a larger sum of money that the amount paid, by reason 
that other person have paid money under the scheme. 
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- Chain letters are a common example. 

 
5. Is chance or a mixture of chance and skill involved in winning or getting 

something of value. 
 

- Games of skill such as chess or golf are not covered by the Criminal Code. 
 
- Games with a systematic resort to chance such as the dealing of playing 

cards are covered by the Criminal Code. 
 
- R v. Ross, Banks and Dyson (Supreme Court of Canada) 
 

- the meaning of �chance� is defined. 
 

a) Is it an activity of pure chance? 
 

- The lottery sub sections in Section 206 of the Criminal Code come 
into play.  In addition to pure chance the Crown must prove that 
consideration was paid and that a prize was awarded � based on 
chance. 

- Skill-testing questions become important features of many contests 
advertised by merchants. 

- City of Montreal v. Attorney General of the Province of Quebec 
(Supreme Court of Canada). 

- Examines skill-testing questions. 
- Equally important are the words �No purchase necessary� or a 

�reasonable facsimile thereof � (in reference to a product label). 
- One activity that has proved difficult to characterize is BINGO.  

The question of whether skill is required to match the number 
called to the numbers found on a potentially very large collection 
of bingo cards has been answered differently by courts in Quebec 
and Ontario. 

 
b) Is it a game played for merchandise? 
 

- the most common examples are carnival-type games. 
 

- Such games are permitted at annual agricultural fairs or exhibitions 
such as the Klondike Exhibition. 
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c) Is it a game played for cash? 
 

- Section 201 prohibits the keeping of a common gaming house and 
creates an offence for being found, without lawful excuse, in a 
gaming house. 

 
- A common gaming house is defined as a: 

(i) Place kept for gain (a business) where persons resort to 
play games of chance or mixed chance and skill with an 
element of risking something on the outcome. 

 
(ii) Place kept or used for games with certain conditions (such 

as where the chances of winning are not equally favourable 
to all players) and an element of risking something on the 
outcome. 

 
- Bona fide social clubs may be exempt from common gaming house 

charges if certain conditions of the games apply:  such as, no part 
of the proceeds of the game go to the keeper of the club. 
 

- Section 198(2) provides that a place found to be equipped with a 
slot machine is conclusively presumed to be a common gaming 
house.  However, the Ontario Court of Appeal in 1990 in R. v. 
Shisler found that the section violated the Charter of Rights in that 
it infringed the accused�s right to be presumed innocent.  (A person 
may be in possession of a slot machine with no intention that it be 
used for gaming). 

 
- A slot machine is defined in Section 198(3) as an automatic 

machine that is: (1) used for any purpose other than vending 
merchandise or services or (ii) used for the purpose of vending 
merchandises or services if the result of the operation of the 
machine is a matter of uncertainty to the operator. 

 
- Machines that dispense as prizes free games on the machine are 

not slot machines. 
 

- Slot machine gaming can only be conducted by Provincial 
Governments pursuant to Section 207 (1)(a). 
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6. Does the activity involve any machines or devices for gambling? 
 

- Sec. 202 (1)(b) prohibits any activity in relation to machines or devices for 
gambling. 

 
 
7. Are there any other exemptions, which might make the otherwise illegal activity 

lawful? 
 

- Sec. 207 specifics which gambling activities can be licensed by the 
Provincial governments and which can be conducted only by the 
Provincial governments. 

 
Having gone through the above list of questions, it should be possible to determine if any 
of the Criminal Code offence sections apply to the conduct under examination. 
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